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Finding God in Oneself & For Colored Girls: A Revolutionary Performance
of Language, Naming, & Spacing
Abstract
This project analyzes the powerful implications of Ntozake Shange’s For Colored Girls Who Have Considered
Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuf in terms of the language of “choreopoetry,” the identity politics present in
the experiences of Black women, and the elements of spirituality that move Shange’s work forward. I argue
that For Colored Girlsoffers Black women a space to celebrate the fullness and diversity of themselves,
regardless of where they fall within the spectrum of characters represented. Shange’s work is groundbreaking
in its usage of dance and poetry as joint storytelling language, and with Black women as the titular characters
and target audience for this piece. For Colored Girls reshapes how we can continue to enjoy creative processes
in theater, writing, poetry, dance, literature, and so much more. This piece has and continues to breathe life
and beauty into stories that often go ignored.
Disciplines
African American Studies | Theatre and Performance Studies
Comments
This paper was part of the 2014-2015 Penn Humanities Forum on Color. Find out more at
http://www.phf.upenn.edu/annual-topics/color.





































































































































































































































Literally, it means a change in position or place, [...but] is also an important concept in                               
the arts, one that applies to diverse art forms. In dance it may simply mean a change of                                   
position or posture, a step or a figure [...] In literature “movement” signals the                           
progression or development of a plot or storyline. Finally, there is the “political                         
movement,” defined as a series of actions on the part of a group of people working                               



























































































































































































 Chants that must be sung. Music that must be heard, to pacify spirits, consecrate our                             
souls, we sometimes call magic. Dianne McIntyre calls it dance. Her company, Sounds in                           
Motion, is such a force that we must repent, rethink, reinvent, and remember all our lives                               
cause it’s urgent. And we’re strong. No matter how the 20th century has denigrated the                             








































































































































































Dance has been my vehicle, my language, my strength. In the dance I have confided my                               
most secret thoughts. I have danced across deserts and mountains, ancient rivers and                         
oceans and slipped through the boundaries of time and space. Dance is my freedom, my                             
medicine. Dance is the fist with which I fight the sickening ignorance of prejudice. Dance                             
has been my teacher, ever­presently revealing to me the dignity, beauty and strength in                           




































































































































































































































































































































What is at once characteristic and suggestive about black women’s writing is its                         
interlocutory, or dialogic, character, reflecting not only a relationship with the “other(s),”                       
























































Slaveholders never understood that a form of spirituality almost                 
indistinguishable from art was central to the cultures from which blacks                     
came. Distinguishing between the two for the African was like                   
distinguishing between the sacred and the secular, and that distinction                   
was not often made [...] This quality of culture helps explain why, for                         
the descendants of Africa in America, the sacred so easily satisfied the                       



























































































































































































focus entirely on race, gender,  and/or spirituality.  While these are critical aspects of the piece, no work 92 93
has been able to fully engage the many layers of Shange’s ​For Colored Girls. ​This gap in criticism has 
persisted the forty­some years that the choreopoem has existed, despite its continued, vibrant life within 
the African American literary canon.  
With Ntozake Shange’s ​For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/ When the Rainbow is 
Enuf ​resting at a critical nexus of black feminist art, it is a surprising that her work has gone relatively 
understudied in the aforementioned manners, but also more generally, over the years. Shange’s work has 
91 Lynn F. Miller, Review of ​For Colored Girls 
92 Neal A. Lester, “Shange’s Men: ​for colored girls ​Revisited, and Movement Beyond;” This article deals with and refutes much 
of the criticism claiming that Shange’s ​for colored girls ​was an attempt to demonize the black man, and to “air out” the 
communities dirty laundry through said demonization. 
93 Dara Tafakari Green, “‘How We Got Ovah:’ Afrocentric Spirituality in Black Arts Movement Women’s Poetry” thesis 
discusses about spirituality throughout, along with intersections of race and gender. 
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 been narrowly confined to African American literary studies, though the choreopoem has made 
significant contributions to dance studies and theater studies as well. Moreover, it has made contributions 
to the larger American literary canon, though it is not recognized or taught within that genre. The benefits 
of intently and diligently studying Shange’s ​For Colored Girls​ provides substantial opportunity for 
academia to reinvigorate its concept of knowledge. As a piece that is fundamentally interdisciplinary, 
Shange’s work comments on society in a variety of angles­­through several mediums, in a way that acts 
as a precursor to our concept of what “interdisciplinary” means. Shange herself notes that black people 
embody “an interdisciplinary culture/ [because] we understand more than verbal communication,” and 
that this truth “lays a weight on afro­american writers that few others are lucky enough to have been born 
into.”   Studying Shange would stretch the confines of even this concept, which implies its malleability, 94
but can still often be confining. ​For Colored Girls ​begs us to continue working with the idea of 
interdisciplinary art generation and criticism, so that we can develop a better understanding of what true 
knowledge looks like­­holistic and transcendent.  
Additionally, the art form the Shange uses throughout­­the choreopoem­­is in need of more 
attention as well. As a very fitting style of expression for black women’s stories, the choreopoem seems 
at its onset in 1976 to be a stylistic savior of the black woman. However, since its inception, little to no 
artists have emulated the form, or at least that to replicate the genre’s title. There is irony in calling 
“choreopoem” a genre, when the choreopoem is in fact the antithesis of genre, not confined to one thing 
but ascribing and acknowledging, many “things” and art forms. It is an anti­genre that has gone 
underutilized in the forty­odd years it has claimed existence. In large part, the main artist associated with 
the form is Ntozake Shange herself, who wrote several other choreopoems throughout her career. 
94 Shange, ​lost in language and sound, ​16 
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 It is possible that the form, having been popularized by ​For Colored Girls Who Have Considered 
Suicide/ When the Rianbow is Enuf, ​reached its zenith in appeal during the run the show had on 
broadway. Maybe the choreopoem has not been picked up because Shange did not make it large enough 
of a “thing” through the works she created after ​For Colored Girls. ​Her lesser known choreopoems, 
namely ​spell # 7 ​is said to be “sharper, wittier, and more unforgiving of dominant culture,” though it 
“never received the critical acclaim of ​for colored girls.​”  Shange’s following works, though equal in 95
content, did not reach the level of prominence of ​For Colored Girls, ​and could thus not continue the 
limelighted legacy that it had presented. The choreopoem’s popularity, then, waned as the years passed 
and so, too, did its appeal as a form.  
Its usefulness, however, cannot be underestimated. As a form that, due to its interdisciplinary 
nature, is highly intersectional, it would work well for any artist seeking to express their idea of the 
intersectional politic and/or safe space. One such example would be an activist who identifies with the 
#BlackLivesMatter movement. The movement, sparked in 2012 after the death of Trayvon Martin, has 
been used in acknowledging slain, usually unarmed black men at the hands of white vigilantes and police 
officers. The hashtag, however, is often co­opted for these male figures, though black women created it 
and remain unacknowledged in its use. This is compounded by the fact that these women, similarly to the 
Black Liberation Movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s,  remain the driving force behind the 
movement itself. Shange’s ​For Colored Girls, ​then, is not only still relevant in its message and necessity, 
but also continues to provide the language, naming, and spacing through which black women can figure 
themselves into a narrative that befits their courage and beauty. 
 
95 Wiley 382 
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